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Thanks a lot for your response
But the thing that i am still wondering is that for year 2016, the category of Building and
construction was rated as Q2. Why it changed suddenly? although year 2016 has passed
Thanks again
reply
Mohammed Al-Bared 10 months ago
Dear Sir / Madam,
I published my paper in the International Journal of GEOMATE few months ago and my paper was
categorized under Building and construction materials. For year 2017, this category (Building and
Construction) was under Quartile 2 in SJR. The rules of my university is to publish in at least Q2
Journals and that is why i selected this journal for my publication. Surprisingly, the Q of the
Building and Construction category changed to Q3 although the year 2017 has passed. I really don't
understand this sudden change. Can you please clarify this? 
Thanks a lot
reply
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Dear Mohammed Al-Bared,
thank you very much for your particiation. According to your question, each year Scopus
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calculated. Annual data updating can change journal's quartile.
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Best regards,
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Abstract
This research aims at developing a stakeholder interactions model in the context of groundwater management in Semarang City. The data in this research
was gathered through an in-depth interview with related stakeholders, such as the Regional Oﬃce of Energy and Mineral Resources in Central Java Province
(ESDM), Industrial Estate Developer and Societies in Semarang City. Stakeholder linkage analysis is conducted using Role and Responsibility Charting
(RACI) method to see the balance of responsibilities and the role of stakeholders. The number of respondents in this research is 27 respondents who are
divided proportionally based on groundwater vulnerability classification (high, medium, low). The result of this research shows that there are five
groundwater management activities involving the Regional Oﬃce of Energy and Mineral Resources, Industrial Estate Developer, and Societies, such as
supervision and evaluation, legalization, guidance, conflict mediation and reporting. © Int. J. of GEOMATE.
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